Ratio Exchange

Go Discover | Get Discovered

The Ratio Exchange is a Sourcing Platform that connects Supply to Demand to help Companies get
discovered and find opportunities to accelerate revenue and growth.

Go Discover

Discovery Profiles
Create and maintain your personal and Company profile so the demand side

Growing your business is hard

can understand what products and services you offer, customer snapshots,

Ecosystem to discover

are and what you do.

enough. Navigating the Federal
opportunities is even harder. It

download marketing information and other categories that describe who you

doesn't have to be that way.

Opportunity Discovery & Matching

We've taken out all the complexity

Search across thousands of opportunities to find new Federal Contract, State

platform focused solely on

opportunities. Or, let the Exchange match opportunities to your profile and

to provide you with an "always on"
providing you with information and

opportunities to accelerate growth.

Contracts, Grants, Challenges, Needs and non-dilutive funding
get notified daily if something hits.

Smart Notifications
Let us do the heavy lifting for you. Setup your notifications and get an email

Get Discovered
If your information isn't in the Ratio
Exchange then organizations that
are using the Exchange to solve

every morning with the new opportunities that match your profile. Get
notified about who won new opportunities to start building partnerships.

Competitive Intelligence
Research trends, buying patterns or incumbents to determine which

challenges and problems won't find

customers, partners, and opportunities are worth your time and money to

you.

pursue. Create and manage Opportunity Boards and Company Portfolios.

The Exchange is constantly bringing

Research

on new "demand-side" customers

that need to solve problems. They
are using the Exchange to find

candidates and will fund them via
traditional and non traditional
means to solve problems.

30k active opportunities, 2 million Company profiles, 45 million Federal
Contracts, 4 million Grants, 7 million Patents, 100k SBIR/STTRs and thousands of
other records. Search from multiple dimensions to make market research a
snap.

and much, much more

Ratio Exchange Apps
The Ratio Exchange Supply-Side version comes prebuilt with multiple Apps that allow you to find and analyze
information from dozens of lenses and viewpoints.

Opportunity Finder
Search over 30,000 active opportunities to
find new contracts, grants, SBIR/STTRs, and
Federal Challenges.

Market Reports
Create and analyze custom Market Reports
that segment the Federal Market by buyers,
capabilities, competitors and more.

Company Marketplace

Partner Finder

Search over 2 million companies by name,
capability, or business type, analyze a company
profile from multiple dimensions.

Search for Partners by capability, state,
business type, certifications, where they are
delivering services, and more filters.

Contract Vehicles

Buying Patterns

Analyze government contract vehicles to
determine awardees, buyers, subcontractors,
and expiring contracts.

Create and analyze Federal buying patterns by
topic areas, see trends by large and small
businesses and socio-economic types.

Federal Awards

Alerts & Notifications

Search over 40 million Federal contract awards,
Grants, and SBIR's by Agency, State, Keyword and
many more filters.

Socio-Economic Analyzer
Analyze the entire Federal Socio-Economic market,
find companies by type, state, city, and trend their
Federal awards.

Company Portfolios
Create and manage Company Portfolios, add, and
remove companies to portfolios, compare
performance.

Patents

Setup notifications that email you when new
opportunities are matched to you, or recent awards or
company updates that you are interested in.

University Innovations
Search and discover over 30,000 new products,
technologies, and innovations from Colleges and
Universities.

Contracting Officers
Find point of contact information for Federal
Contracting Officers / Representatives by
agency and office.

Insights & Reports

Search over 7 million Patents by company
name or patent capability.

Get insights and perspectives from Exchange
Analysts who are constantly discovering and
publishing trends, patterns, and findings.

National Lab Innovations

Resource Library

Find new products, technologies, and
innovations that are being created by the
Federal Government's National Labs.

A library of resources, reports, and tools to
allow you to better leverage the Exchange and
find, source, solve, and drive change.

Communities of Interest

Collaboration Tools

Interact with members in private, invitation only, or
public communities of interest by market, capability,
sector, or any topic.

Communicate with people in your company
through messaging, groups, or other
collaborative features.

Global Innovations
Discover new innovations that
are being created
internationally.

Ratio Exchange

www.ratio.exchange

